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Learning Design & Process Iteration
Learning Design

Learning Design
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Measuring success through
module quizzes, midterm,
module evidence pieces,
and a ﬁnal

• Created more consistency
in rubric structure on
module evidence pieces
• Introduced self- and
peer-reviews for module
evidence pieces for better
engagement
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Curriculum Review
Process
Consists of component &
editorial review and publishing on the learning
management system
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Content Review

• Added to focus on clarity,
accuracy, and learning
design of course content
• More uniﬁed structure &
ﬂow of lesson writing
• Helps TEL to develop
speciﬁc training guidelines for lesson authors

Sample Content Review Checklist
Topics are essential elements to the concept being
taught. Nothing extraneous or something that
would make the lesson more confusing.
The Inquire section should introduce the main
concepts through reﬂection without too much
overlap with the Watch.
The Big Question should align with the outcomes
and the content of the lesson.

Issues with the Module Evidences
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2. The module evidences were not helping students connect
concepts between the modules, focusing only on the
information presented in that particular module, we
needed a larger, more all-encompassing assignment for
students to start activating higher order thinking.

Editorial Process

• Shifts to two-step structure, causing more checks
and fewer mistakes in
content
• Implemented checklist for
editorial review to better
document and correct any
issues
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3. In order to remedy these issues, we implemented our
“Mastery Assignments” — ﬁve writing assignments that
scaffold into a single project, and features a formalized
peer-review structure using a third-party tool.
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Learning Management
System
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• Launched new LMS to better
host course content
• Structured directly for students’
course technology needs
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Assignments

• Module assignments are
limited in number and focus
to better align with course
outcomes
• Removed module evidence
pieces and replaced with
Mastery Assignments

Lesson Template
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• Created new template that
more clearly maps questions to
learning outcomes and
Bloom’s levels
• Updated lesson author training
to focus on mapping content
to TEL Mastery Standards

Updated Review Process
1. Assessment Review — Each question aligns with the learning
outcome and assesses at the proper Bloom’s level. (Internal)
2. Component Review — Ensure each of the elements of a lesson
are present and clear for students. (Internal)
3. Content Review — Check the clarity and accuracy of the content
in the course materials. Mark sure the questions are accurate and
can be answered by the materials in the course. (External)
4. Curriculum Review + Image Attribution — Make sure the lesson is
clear and the questions can be answered by the materials.
Course materials are assigned images to support the content.
(Internal)
5. Copyedit — Materials go through an initial copyedit. (Internal)
6. Editorial Review — Second round of copyedit and formatting
check. (Internal)
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Review Process

Assignments
& Evaluations

• Mastery assignments
restructured to better align
with course outcomes
• Replaced peer-review with
self-evaluation strategies
• Implemented critical
evaluation exercises and
discussion prompts

• Implemented more extensive
review for course materials
• Begins with assessment review
and ends with quality assurance check
• Piloted SME peer-review to the
lesson writing process
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1. They were open-ended writing assignments at the end of
every module. Students were often putting a little too
much effort into each of them, often writing 4-5 page
papers. This would also cause some students to start
copying others work towards the end of the semester.
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The Watch section should be written in short
sentences, but ﬂow conversationally. It should not
be highly technical, and it should overview key
concepts in the lesson.
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Rubrics

• Made minor revisions to focus
and clarify grading criteria.
• Revisions are made to specify
assignment requirements for
better student understanding

7. Production Review — Back-end check to review the formatting
and accuracy of the course material when ﬁrst built into the LMS.
(Internal)
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8. Front-end Quality Assurance — Final review of the course
material from the student’s perspective of the LMS. (Internal)
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Mapping & Review

Quality Assurance Review Process

• Move course mapping to
ﬁnal curriculum review stage
• Implemented extensive
platform quality assurance
review to correct any LMS
related issues

1. Front-end Quality Assurance Checks — We check Toolbox links and lesson
links, look for formulas or pictures that aren’t showing up, and ﬁx any
formatting issues on the front-end of the LMS.
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2. Course Builder Checks — Our courses are developed in pieces using a part
of our LMS called the “course builder.” We perform semester checks of the
course builder to ensure all content is appearing in the course in the
appropriate order.
3. Two-Phase Gradebook Review — We’ve recently implemented a
two-person gradebook review check to make sure all items are appearing
in the right categories, are weighted appropriately, and are consistent with
the syllabus, the course homepage, and internal documentation. This
occurs at the beginning of the semester.
4. Course Documentation Front-end Check — Another recent
implementation is a front-end check on our course documents to make
sure the most recent and updated documents are attached to the course.
This occurs at the beginning of the semester, but is still currently taking
place through our 40+ course QA check as it was recently implemented.

